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A left and right noetherian ring is called n-Gorenstein if it has finite self- 
injective dimension at most n on both sides, and Gorenstein means n- 
Gorenstein for some n. The class of I-Gorenstein rings includes those of 
triangular matrix rings over QF rings and of hereditary noetherian rings. 
Therefore it seems that the study of I-Gorenstein rings is of great impor- 
tance. 
Artinian Gorenstein rings have been studied by several authors, especially 
by Iwanaga [9-111 and Sumioka [28]. On the other hand, Iwanaga [9] 
proved that, if R is a 1-Gorenstein ring, then E($) @ ECpR)/R is an 
injective cogenerator and ECpR)/R is a cogenerator if and only if Sot, R = 0. 
Furthermore we characterized in [24,25] noetherian two-sided orders with 
Krull dimension one in QF rings, and proved that QF-3, 1-Gorenstein rings 
with zero socle belong to the class of such rings. Here a ring R is said to be 
left QF-3 if every finitely generated submodule of ELR) is torsionless. It is 
to be noted that hereditary noetherian prime rings are QF-3, I-Gorenstein 
rings with zero socle. 
The purpose of this paper is to take the above results into account and 
develop the module theory over non-semiprime QF-3, 1-Gorenstein rings 
with zero socle. It seems, however, that the module theory over noetherian 
rings has not been developed expect for the following type of rings: 
( 1) Classical orders (over commutative Dedekind domains in separable 
algebras). 
(2) Hereditary noetherian prime rings, especially Dedekind prime rings 
(cf. [L 398 I). 
(3) Semimaximal rings (cf. [32, 331). 
These are all semiprime rings. Therefore, under the present conditions, we 
should restrict ourselves to the fundamental and typical cases of non- 
semiprime QF-3, 1-Gorenstein rings with zero socle. We shall construct 
those rings in the following manner. 
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As is well known, the quiver algebra k[Q] is defined for a finite quiver Q 
and a field k. Let B be a bound for which there exists a fixed integer m such 
that all paths of length >m are zero. Then the semigroup S = S(Q, B) of all 
paths, all vertices and 0 in the bounden quiver algebra k(Q, B) satisfies the 
following conditions. 
(0) S is a finite semigroup with the zero element 0. 
(1) The set I(S) = (e, ,..., e, } of all nonzero idempotents in S is not empty 
and eiej = 0 if i # j. Let n = n(S). 
(2) For any s E S, there exist e, and ej such that s = eisej. Let i = l(s) 
and j = p(s) which are uniquely determined by s if s # 0. 
(3) Let T = T(S) = S -I(S). Then there exists an integer m such that 
T” = 0 and T”-’ # 0. Let m = m(S) which is called the nilpotency of S. 
A semigroup is said to be semi-Kupisch (resp. Kupisch) if it satisfies the 
above conditions (0), (1) and (2) (resp. (0), (l), (2) and (3)). Clearly there 
exists a surjective ring homomorphism of k[S(Q, B)] onto the bounden 
quiver algebra k(Q, B). (See [5] for quiver algebras.) 
A semi-Kupisch semigroup S is said to be Frobenius with respect to a ring 
R if the semigroup ring R [S] is a Frobenius extension of R. And S is said to 
be absolutely Frobenius if it is Frobenius with respect to any ring. Clearly 
M, = (eij] 1 < i, j < n) U (0) with multiplication eijekl = dj, . e,, is an 
absolutely Frobenius semi-Kupisch semigroup. For a Kupisch semigroup S, 
we can define an order relation s < t by s = ut for some u E S. By making 
use of this notion, we studied in [26] a condition that a Kupisch semigroup 
is Frobenius with respect to a given ring. A typical example of absolutely 
Frobenius Kupisch semigroup is obtained by the bounden quiver Zz-’ 
(cf. [6]). The semigroup S(Zt-‘) coincides with the following semigroup 
S 0l.m): 
S cn~m,=(~~~l~i~n,O~k~m-l}U(O} 
u” . 24; = Bi,opti) . ujk+p if k+p<m 
=o if k+p>m. 
Here B is the cycle permutation (1, 2,..., n). The semigroup Stn,m, is called 
the serial semigroup of type (n, m). 
In this paper we shall replace a field k by a (non-commutative) discrete 
valuation ring R. Let S be a Frobenius semigroup with respect to R. Then 
R[S] is a QF-3, 1-Gorenstein ring with zero socle (Theorem 3.1). We shall 
deal with injective modules over R[S] and finitely generated torsionfree 
modules over R[S,,,,,] with n > m. For our purpose, we shall introduce the 
notion of framed modules, which is an analogy of representations of a quiver 
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and of graded modules. This notion permits us to describe modules over 
R [S] explicitly. 
Here we give the definition of framed rings. Let S be a semi-Kupisch 
semigroup. A family 2I consisting of additive groups A(s) and of 
homomorphisms u,,~ of A(s) @z A(t) into A(st) is called u ring frame (over 
S) if the following conditions are satisfied. 
( 1) A(e,) is a ring with identity li for any ei E Z(S). Denote A(e,) by Ai. 
(2) For s E S* (= S - (O}) with i=J(s) and j=p(s), A(s) is an (Ai,Aj)- 
bimodule and A(O) = 0. 
(3) The associativity condition 
a s,tu o (law@ at.“) = %I4 o @SJ @ 1/w) 
holds for any s, t, u E S. 
(4) st is an (Ai, Aj)-bimodule homomorphism where i = l(s) and 
j =p(t). Furthermore if st # 0 and k =p(s) = J(t), then there exists an 
(A i, A j)-bimodule homomorphism Cs,! of A(s) @,,A(t) into A(st) such that 
the following diagram is commutative. 
Here can. means the canonical map. If s = e, or f = ej, then c?,., is the 
canonical isomorphism. 
For a ring frame ‘u over S, the set U[S] = (f: S + USES A(s) If(s) E A(s)) 
forms an associative ring with identity under the addition and the 
multiplication below: 
(f+ g)(s) =f(s) + g(s) 
u!?)(s) = \’ s=ty atJ.f(O 0 g(u))- 
We call %[s] the framed ring of S over X In view of the above definition, it 
is easy to obtain the notions of module frame over a ring frame and of 
framed module over a framed ring analogously. (See Section 2.) 
Remark that the notion of framed ring includes those of semigroup rings 
of semi-Kupisch semigroups, trivial extensions, generalized triangular matrix 
rings and semimaximal rings (cf. Section 2). Recall that a prime 
semimaximal ring is isomorphic to a framed ring %[M,] where A(eij) is a 
fractional ideal of a fixed discrete valuation ring R and A(eii) = R and 
A(eij) A(eJ c A(ei,) for all 1 < i, j, k < n (see [32, 331). Replacing M, by a 
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Kupisch semigroup S which is Frobenius with respect to R, we obtain a 
framed ring %[S] where A(s) is a fractional R-ideal for all s # 0 in S and 
A(e,) = R for all ei E I(S) and A(s) A(t) c A(st) for any couple of elements 
in S with st # 0. We call such a ring 9l[S] a quasi-Kupisch ring and in 
particular R [S] is called a Kupisch ring. We shall show in Section 3 that 
quasi-Kupisch rings are QF-3 and l-homogeneous. 
We shall investigate in Section 4 Lambek torsion theory over a quasi- 
Kupisch ring, and show that the torsion theory is quite natural. That is, 
finitely generated torsionfree modules over a quasi-Kupisch ring are similar 
to lattices over a classical order. 
Now any Kupisch ring R[S] is a QF-3, 1-Gorenstein ring with zero socle 
and moreover we shall show in Section 5 that R[S] is semiperfect without 
assuming that R is complete. We can classify all injective indecomposable 
modules over a Kupisch ring, and describe them as framed modules 
(Theorem 5.5). This implies that any injective indecomposable module is 
either torsionfree or torsion. Let ,4 = R [S] and Q = K[S] where K is a 
quotient division ring of R. Then Q is a QF ring and ,,(Q//i)., is a minimal 
injective cogenerator on both sides. 
We showed in [22] that, for a QF-3, 1-Gorenstein ring /i, Ext,\(-, A) 
gives a duality between IT and rT where IT (resp. rT) is the category of 
finitely generated torsion left (resp. right) /i-modules. As is easily seen, 
Ext,‘,(-,A) is identical with Hom,,,(-, Q/n) on IT and rT where Q is a 
maximal quotient ring of /i. Therefore a natural question arises: When does 
,,(Q/A),,, induce a self Morita duality ? In Section 6 we shall answer this 
question for the case where A is a Kupisch ring R[S]. Our answer is that 
,,(Q/A),, induces a self Morita duality if and only if R is complete in the 
radical topology (Theorem 6.3). And we shall show that a &module is Q/A- 
reflexive if and only if it is of finite Lambek dimension (cf. [24]) and of 
finite Goldie dimension (Corollary 6.6). Here we should give a remark. If R 
is complete, then it is easily shown by [4, Theorem 1 ] that II has a self 
Morita duality induced by ,[Hom, (II,,, K/R)]. But this module does not 
coincide with :, (Q/A Jn . Our concern is to extend the functor 
Hom,,(--, ,,(Q//1);,) to a self Morita duality. 
Over a Kupisch ring, there exists a finitely generated indecomposable 
module which is neither torsionfree nor torsion (Example 9.1). In Section 7 
we shall refer to finitely generated torsion modules over a Kupisch ring 
R[S]. We shall only remark that the classification of those modules is 
locally reduced to that of modules over a QF ring R/J’[S] where J is the 
radical of R. This is another difficult question. 
Zavadskii and Kirichenko studied in their papers [32, 331 finitely 
generated torsionfree modules over a semimaximal ring and gave a charac- 
terization that a semimaximal ring is of finite type in terms of partially 
ordered set consisting of projective modules. We shall investigate in 
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Section 8 an analogous problem for a quasi-Kupisch ring of serial semigroup 
s (n,m). We shall show that such a quasi-Kupisch ring is necessarily of 
infinite type unless m = 1 (Theorem 8.9), and that any finitely generated 
torsionfree module over a Kupisch ring /i = R[S,,.,,] with n > m > 2 is a 
framed module (Theorem 8.3). In particular, when m = 2, we shall show 
that every finitely generated torsionfree indecomposable /i-module is 
isomorphic to a submodule of nei for some ei E Z(S(,.,,) and hence 
completely indecomposable (Theorem 8.7). 
Framed rings give many interesting examples. For instance, we shall 
construct in Section 9 a tower of l-homogeneous rings ,4, c /1 z c /i 3 all of 
which have the same QF classical quotient ring so that A, and A3 are I- 
Gorenstein and rl, is not so. 
Throughout this paper. semigroups are finite, all rings have identity and 
all modules are unitary. Torsion theories appearing in this paper are the 
Lambek ones unless otherwise stated. Denote by E(M) the injective hull of a 
module M. For a module M, denote its Krull dimension by Kdim M, its 
Lambek dimension by Ldim M and its Goldie dimension by Gdim M. 
1. KIJPISCH SEMIGROUPS 
In this section we provide some notions and some notations which are 
fixed throughout this paper, and give two lemmas concerning semigroups 
which are used in the later sections. 
Let S be a finite semigroup which has not necessarily the zero element. 
Let Z(S) be the set of all non-zero idempotents of S, T(S) = S - Z(S) and 
S* = S - (0} even if S does not have the zero element 0. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A finite semigroup S is said to be semi-Kupisch if S 
satisfies the following conditions. 
(1) Z(S) is not empty and let Z(S) = (e, ,..., e,} with n = n(S) > 1. 
(2) For any s E S, there exist e, and ej such that s = eisej. 
(3) If n(S) 2 2, then S contains 0 and eiej = 0 for i # j. 
Let S be a semi-Kupisch semigroup. Then for any s E S*, et and ej in the 
above condition (2) are uniquely determined by s. We denote i = A(s) and 
j =p(s). For a ring R, the semigroup ring R[S] contains R as subring 
canonically (cf. [26]). 
DEFINITION 1.2. A semi-Kupisch semigroup S is said to be Frobenius 
with respect to a ring R if R [S] is a Frobenius extension of R. And S is said 
to be Frobenius if it is Frobenius with respect to some ring, and to be 
absolutely Frobenius if it is Frobenius with respect to any ring. 
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As examples of absolutely Frobenius semi-Kupisch semigroups, we can 
give all finite groups and the semigroup M, defined in the introduction 
(cf. [26]). We call M, the semigroup offull matrix tJ?pe with degree n. 
DEFINITION 1.3. A semi-Kupisch semigroup S is said to be Kupisch if S 
satisfies the following condition: 
(4) S contains 0 and there exists a positive integer m = m(S) such that 
T(S)m = 0 and T(S)m-’ # 0. Here T(S)’ means the whole semigroup S. 
We call m(S) the nilpotency of S. 
Let S be a Kupisch semigroup. For s, t E S, define s < t by s = ut for 
some u E S. As is clearly seen. < gives rise to an order relation. We call it 
the left order of S. 
Remark 1.4. In the previous paper [26], we called semi-Kupisch or 
Kupisch semigroups semitrivial or trivial ones, respectively, and we set 
m(S) = m + 1. We rename those semigroups and reset m(S) as above. For 
Kupisch is the first who dealt with those semigroups (cf. [ 15, 161) and the 
radical of semigroup algebra K[S] of a Kupisch semigroup S over a field K 
has nilpotency m(S). 
In the previous paper [26], we studied a condition for a Kupisch 
semigroup to be Frobenius with respect to a given ring and in particular we 
have shown that the semigroup S,n,mj defined in the introduction is an 
absolutely Frobenius Kupisch semigroup with I(S,,,,,) = {u:,..., u:}. In this 
case we denote UP by e,. 
DEFINITION 1.5. Let S be a Kupisch semigroup with m = m(S). Let 
T= T(S) and Pi = l(Ti) = {s E SlsT’ = 0). For s E S*, the number k such 
that s E Tk and s @ Tki ’ is called the rank of s which is denoted by K(S). 
Define K(O) = m. Dually the number k such that s E P, and s @ P,-, is 
called the right corank of s which is denoted by K*(S). Define K*(O) = 0. 
Similarly the left corank is defined. 
LEMMA 1.6. Let S be a Frobenius Kupisch semigroup. Then the right 
corank of any element s E S is equal to its left corank. 
Proof. There exists a commutative field K such that K[S] is a Frobenius 
algebra by [26, Proposition 71. Let N be the radical of K[S]. Then 
QN’) = r(N’) is well known for any i and hence our statement is immediate 
by [26, Lemma 81. 
When we think of corank in this paper, we deal with only Frobenius 
Kupisch semigroups. So we do not distinguish the left corank from the right 
corank and we call it corank. 
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LEMMA 1.7. Let S be a Frobenius Kupisch semigroup. Then the 
following inequalities hold for any s, t E S. 
(i) K(St) > K(S) + K(t). 
(ii) K*(St) + K(S) < K*(t). 
Proof. Obvious. 
2. FRAMED RINGS AND FRAMED MODULES 
In this section we provide general notions which are needed in the sequel. 
Throughout this section S denotes a semi-Kupisch semigroup with notations 
in Section 1. We have defined in the introduction ring frames and framed 
rings over semi-Kupisch semigroups with zero element. As is clearly seen, 
such definitions are valid for semi-Kupisch semigroups without zero element. 
Let 9l= {A(s); CI,,~} be a ring frame over S. Then the framed ring (u[S] = 
\f: s--+ U,,,A(sMs) EA(s)l h as identity 1 defined by l(ei) = li and 
l(s) = 0 for s 4 I(S). The element fE %[S] such that f(s) = a, E A(s) is 
often denoted by CseS a, . s. 
EXAMPLES 2.1. (1) Th e semigroup ring R [S] of S over R defined in 
[26] is identical with the framed ring U[S] of S over the ring 
frame ‘ZI = (A(s) = R for all s E S* and A(0) = 0; a,,,‘~ are all obvious 
maps }. 
(2) Let S = S(,,,, = (e, w,O), and ‘u= {.4(e)= R,A(w)=M (an R- 
bimodule); a,,I’s are all obvious maps}. Then U[S] is identical with the 
trivial extension R D< M. 
(3) Let (A, B; jUe, BNA ; [ , 1, (, )} be a Morita context where [ , 1: 
M @ fl-+ A and ( , ): N @ .Jk+ B are A- or B-bimodule homomorphisms, 
respectively. Let M, be the semigroup of full matrix type with degree 2. Let 
3 = {A@,,) =A, A@,,) = B, Ate,,) = M, A(q,) = N 
a’w-l2 = 
Gel2 e2, = 1, I. 
( , ), and all the other maps a,,, are obvious ones}. Then d is a ring 
frame over M,, and YI[M,] is identical with the generalized matrix ring 
[ “, 71 under the usual multiplication. 
(4) Let S= {e,, e,, w = e, we,, 0). Then the generalized triangular 
matrix ring [G i ] with a (B,A)-bimodule M is identical with the framed 
ring of S over an appropriate ring frame. 
(5) Any semimaximal rings are framed rings of M, over an 
appropriate ring frame (see introduction). 
In view of semimaximal rings, it is of much interest to consider quasi- 
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Kupisch rings and Kupisch rings, which we deal with in the following 
sections. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let ‘8 = (A(s); a,,I} and 2t’ = (A’(s); a;,l} be ring 
frames over S. A family of homomorphisms qi, of A(s) into A’(s) is called u 
morphism of % into ‘?I’ if the following conditions are satisfied. 
(1) For e, E Z(S), #,i is a unitary ring homomorphism. 
(2) For s E S* with i = n(s) and j = p(s), we have 
for all ai E Ai, aj E Aj and x E A(s). 
(3) For each pair of (s, t) E S x S, the following diagram is com- 
mutative. 
A(s) @,A@) -A’(s) Oz A’(t) rn$@rn, 
as.1 
I 
%‘.I 
A(st) - 
@St 
A ’ (st) 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let VI = (A(s); a,,l} and II’ = (A’(s); a:,,} be ring 
frames over S. Let @ = (4,) be a morphism of ‘?I into ‘XI’. Define a map 6 of 
U[S] into U’[S] by 
W)(s) = $,(f(s)) for all fE YI]S]. 
Then 6 is a ring homomorphism and we call it the derived homomorphism 
of a. 
In the remainder of this section, we fix a ring frame ‘?I = (A(S); a,,,} over 
S. We shall construct a certain class of U[S]-modules which are rather 
specific but useful for us. 
DEFINITION 2.4. A system !JJI consisting of additive groups M(s) and of 
homomorphisms ,u~,! of ,4(s) az M(t) into M(st) is called a module frame 
over U if it satisfies the following conditions. 
(1) For s E S* with i = n(s), M(s) is a left A,-module and M(0) = 0. 
(2) For each pair of (s, t) E S x S with i = A(s) andj = p(s), ,u~,, is an 
A,-module homomorphism of A(s) OzM(t) into M(st). Further if st # 0, then 
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j = 1(t) and there exists an Ai-module homomorphism ,C,., of A(s) ~2,~ M(t) 
into M(st) such that the following diagram is commutative. 
where can. means the canonical homomorphism. 
(3) Ifs E I(S) and st # 0, then ,LI,.~ is the canonical isomorphism. 
(4) The modularity condition 
holds for any s, t. u E S. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let !IJI = {M(s);,u~,,} be a module frame over VI. Let 
9JI[S] = (r: S + U,,, M(s)]<(s) E M(s)}. Define on W[S] the addition and 
the multiplication by an element of ‘?l[S] as follows. 
(r + r)(s) = 0) + v(s) 
(fO(s) = r s=ll( PLAfW 0 C(u)) 
forfE 9I[S] and & v E W[S]. Then YJI[S] . is a left ‘U[S]-module and we call 
it the module with frame 9JI. An U[S]-module with some module frame is 
called a framed module. 
The following is immediate by definition. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let U be a ring frame corresponding to a semigroup 
ring R[S]. For a given module frame !UI = {M(s);,~~,~} over ‘II, define a 
map cts of M(s) into M(ts) by v,,~,(x) =,u,,,( 1 Ox). Then v,,,r, = 
(v Ls,Uls) o (v,,r,) holds for any s, t, u E S. Conversely assume that a family ‘3JI 
consisting of left R-module M(s) and of R-homomorphisms v,,rs of M(s) into 
M(ts) satisfving the above condition is given. DeJining pu,,, by r(lJa 0 x) = 
vs,rs(ax), we have a module frame (M(s); ~r,~}. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Let !UI = (M(s);P~,,} and !UI’ = {M’(s); pi,,} be module 
frames over ‘?I. A family Y of homomorphisms vys of M(s) into M’(s) is 
called a morphism of IDZ into !UI’ if it satisfies the following conditions. 
( 1) For each s E S with i = k(s), v/s is an A,-homomorphism. 
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(2) For each pair of (s, t) E S x S, the following diagram is com- 
mutative. 
DEFINITION 2.8. Let ‘$JI = (M(s); pcl,,,} and W’ = (M’(s); ~i,~} be module 
frames over ‘11, and Y = (I,u,) a morphism of !JJl into m’. Define a map 9 of 
m[S] into YJI’[S] by !@(r)(s) = w,(<(s)) for <E W[S]. Then p is an ‘?l[S]- 
module homomorphism. We call p the derived homomorphism of ‘P. 
3. SOCLE OF FRAMED RINGS 
A module M with Krull dimension is said to be ,&homogeneous if 
Kdim N’ = p for every non-zero submodule N of M (cf. [ 141). In this section 
we show that any quasi-Kupisch ring is l-homogeneous and, in particular, 
that any Kupisch ring is a QF-3, 1-Gorenstein ring with zero socle. We 
deduce the above results from more general ones. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let R be a subring of a ring A such that A is finitely 
generated as R-module by elements which centralize R. Assume that R is a 
noetherian order with zero socle in a QF ring and that each regular element 
of R is also regular in A. Then A has zero socle. 
Proof: Let K be the classical quotient ring of R, and S = (s, ,..., s,} a 
subset of A such that each element in S centralizes R and A = x,GiGn Rsi. 
It is easily shown that the set C of all regular elements in R is an Ore set in 
A. Then the ring of quotients A[C-‘1 exists (cf. [27, Chapter XI, 
Proposition 6.41) and A[C-‘1 = CIGiGn KS,. Then A[C-‘1 is the artinian 
classical quotient ring of A. By [7, Theorem lo], we have a ring direct sum 
decomposition A = A, @AZ where A, is the artinian radical of A and A2 is a 
ring with zero socle. We must show A, = 0. Let 1 = e + e’ where e E A, and 
e’ E A,. Suppose A, # 0. Then A, is finitely generated over eRe as eRe- 
module by elements (es,e 1 1 < i < n } which centralize eRe. Since A, is an 
artinian ring, it follows from [I ] that eRe is an artinian ring. Let 
N= (x E R ]x = ex = 0). Since K is a QF ring by assumption, it follows 
from [24, Proposition 3.2 and Proposition 3.41 that N contains a regular 
element c E R. Since c is also a regular element of A by assumption, we have 
a desired contradiction. 
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COROLLARY 3.2. Let S be a semi-Kupisch semigroup which is Frobenius 
with respect to hereditary noetherian prime ring R. Then R [S] is a QF-3. l- 
Gorenstein ring with zero socle and hence R[S] is l-homogeneous. 
Proof Let K be the semisimple artinian classical quotient ring of R. 
Then it follows from [20, Corollary lo] that R[S] is a 1-Gorenstein ring 
which is a two-sided order in a QF ring K [S]. By Theorem 3.1, R [S] has 
zero socle. The last assertion follows from [24, Corollary 5.41. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let R be a noetherian /I-homogeneous two-sided order in 
a QF ring K, and S a Kupisch semigroup which is Frobenius with respect to 
R. Let U = (A(s); a,,,} be a ring frame satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) A(s) is an R-fractional ideal in K for each s E S*. 
6) a,,( is induced by the multiplication in K. 
(iii) A(e,) = R f or each e, E Z(S) and A( c A(st) in K for any 
s, t E S with st # 0. 
Then %[S] is a QF-3, /3-homogeneous noetherian ring. 
Proof: Let A = (u[S] and Q = K[S]. Then A is a notherian two-sided 
order in Q and Q is a QF ring by [20, Corollary lo] and [26]. Therefore A 
is QF-3 (cf. [23, Theorem 1.51). For any non-zero left ideal Z of A, we have 
Kdim,, Z < Kdim, A = p. We must show Kdim;, Z > /?. Since there exists 
er E Z(S) such that Zei # 0, we can assume Z c Aei for some ei E Z(S) without 
loss of generality. Since S is a Frobenius semigroup, it follows from 
[26, Proposition 91 that Se, - (0) has the unique minimal element wi. 
Therefore Soc,JQeJ = Soco(QwJ and hence cQwi is an essential submodule 
of cQei. This implies Qzn Qwi # 0. Since ,,I and ,,Awi are essential 
submodules of ,,QZ and ,,Qwi, respectively, we have Znllw, # 0. The A- 
module structure of Awi coincides with its R-module structure. Moreover 
R(Z n A wi) is finitely generated R-torsionfree. Therefore we have Kdim,, Z > 
Kdim,,(Z n A r+‘i) = Kdim,(Z n A wi) > /3 because R is P-homogeneous and 
Awi = A(wi) t$li. This shows that A is /?-homogeneous. 
Since hereditary noetherian prime rings and hence discrete valuation rings 
are l-homogeneous, we have 
COROLLARY 3.4. Any quasi-Kupisch ring is l-homogeneous. 
Remark that a quasi-Kupisch ring is not necessarily 1-Gorenstein (cf. [24, 
Corollary 5.41). 
EXAMPLE 3.5. Let S be the serial semigroup of type (1, 3), say, 
S = {e, u, u2, O}. Let R be a discrete valuation ring with prime element 7c and 
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with quotient division ring R, and /i = Re @ Ru @ J-‘u*. Then /1 is not l- 
Gorenstein. Here J denotes Rn. 
Proof. Let Z = J*e 0 Ru @ J- ‘u*, and Q the classical QF quotient ring 
K[S] of II. Denote by X (resp. k) the element x + R (resp. x + J-‘) in K/R 
(resp. K/J-‘) for x E K. Let !UI be a module frame {M(e) = M(u) = K/R, 
M(u*)= K/J-‘; ,E,.,} where i~~,~, p,,,, ,u,., are the canonical maps of 
R @z K/R into K/R, and ,u,,, 1 is the canonical map of R @z K/J-’ into 
KjJ-‘, and ,u,,,: R @z K/R + K/J-’ is defined by ,uu,,,(x 04’) = v. Then 
,,Q/A s YJl[S]. F or ai E K, define the maps $i of Z(u’) into M(u’) by 
x#~=.U~, (i=O, 1) and by x~~=xu~. _ It is easy to verify that @ = (ei) is a 
morphism of 3 into 9JI if and only if a, -a, E J-*, a, - a, E J-’ and 
a, - a2 E J-‘. Suppose that /i is 1-Gorenstein. Then .,Q/n is injective. Then 
--- 
there exists 4 E Q/A such that x6 = xq for all x E I. Let q = (qO, q,, q2 ) 
where qi E K. Then we have qO -a, E J-‘, qO -a, E R and qO - aI E R. 
Now let u0=nm3, u, =nm3 +x-’ and u2=rrP3 +c’ +?C’. Then 
(a,, a,, a,} defines a morphism of 3 into 9JI. But we cannot find q,, E K 
which satisfies the above condition. This shows that /i is not 1-Gorenstein. 
4. LAMBEK TORSION THEORY OVER QUASI-KUPISCH RINGS 
Let n = %[S] be a quasi-Kupisch ring. By definition, /i contains a discrete 
valuation ring R as subring via the canonical ring monomorphism: 
r++ r(e, + ...f e,). For a left n-module M, denote by s,,(M) (resp. rR(M)) 
the torsion submodule of ,,M (resp. ,$4) with respect to the Lambek torsion 
theory. In this section we show that r;,(M) = 0 if and only if rR(M) = 0 for 
every A-module M. We show the above statement in a more general setting. 
More precisely, let R be a l-homogeneous noetherian two-sided order in a 
QF ring K, and S a Kupisch semigroup which is Frobenius with respect to 
R. Let A(s) be an R-fractional ideal in K for s E S* and assume that 
A(e,) = R for ei E Z(S) and A(s) A(t) c A (st) for any couple of elements in 
S with st # 0. Then ‘ZI = (A(s)} becomes a ring frame over S in a natural 
way. Let /i = %[S]. Then n contains R as subring canonically and it is a 
QF-3, l-homogeneous ring by Theorem 3.3. We show the promised statement 
in this setting. 
LEMMA 4.1. An element a in A is regular if and only if u(e,) E R is 
regular in R for any i. 
Proof. Assume that u(ei) is not regular for some i. Then there exists a 
nonzero element p E R such that u(ei)P = 0. Let wj be the unique minimal 
element in Sj(= Sej- (0)) such that i=L(w,). By assumption A(wj) contains 
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a regular element y in R. Then b =py~; is a non-zero element in A and 
ab = (a(e,) /?y) w, = 0. Thus a is not regular. 
Conversely assume that all of a(eJ’s are regular in R. Take a non-zero 
element b in A. Then the set S’ = (s E S] b(s) # O} is not empty. Take an 
element s in S’ so that the rank K(S) is the smallest. Now (ha)(s) = 
IL,,, b(f) 0). H ere K(S) > I by Lemma 1.7. By choice of s. K(S) > I 
implies b(f) = 0. Thus the above summation runs over the set (fjs = fu, 
K(S) =~(f)}. Now s = fu and K(S) = K(f) imply K(U) = 0 and hence 
u = e, E I(S). Since s is not zero, we have f = s and hence (ha)(s) = 
b(s) a(e,). By assumption a(ei) is regular and hence bu # 0 in A. Similarly 
we have ub # 0. Therefore a is a regular element. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let M be a leff A-module and x E M. Then x E r,,(M) if 
and only ifux = 0 for some regular element a E A. 
Proof: Since A is a two-sided order in a QF ring K[S], it follows from 
[24, Proposition 3.41 that a left ideal is dense if and only if it contains a 
regular element. Hence our statement is immediate. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let M be a leff A-module. Then t.t(M) = 0 ifund only 
if rR(M) = 0. 
ProoJ That r,,,(M) = 0 implies tR(M) = 0 is clear by Lemma 4.1. 
Conversely assume rR(M) = 0. Suppose r,,(M) # 0. Take a nonzero element 
y E r.t(M). Then there exists e, E I(S) such that x = e, y # 0. By Lemma 4.2, 
there exists a regular element a E A such that ax = 0. Let bqi be the unique 
minimal element in Si. Then we have wiax = u(e,) wix = 0. Since a(ei) is a 
regular element in R, we have wix = 0 by assumption. We shall show sx = 0 
for all s E Si. We proceed by induction on K*(S) = k > 1. Then 
sax = 4ei) SX + Cte~i,a*~t~<k- I P(f) . fx = 0 for some P(f) E K. By induction 
we have sx = 0. Therefore we have e,x = 0. This yields a contradiction y = 0. 
5. INJECTIVE MODULES OVER A KUPISCH RING 
Recall that a Kupisch ring is a semigroup ring R [S] of a Kupisch 
semigroup S which is Frobenius with respect to a discrete valuation ring R. 
Then R[S] is a QF-3, 1-Gorenstein ring with zero socle by Corollary 3.2. In 
this section we shall classify all injective indecomposable R[S]-modules and 
describe them as framed module. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Any Kupisch ring is semiperfect. 
Proof: Let A = R [S] be a Kupisch ring. For a submodule M of .,Aei 
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where ei E Z(S) and for S E Si (= Sei - {O)), let Z(S: M) = 
(a(s) E R ]Clesia(t) . t E M). Then Z(s: M) is an ideal of R and 
Z(s: M) c Z(t: M) if s < t and s, t E Si. We can show by induction on K*(S) 
that Z(ei: M) = R implies Z(s: M) = R for all s E Si. (See the proof of 
Proposition 4.3.) Therefore Z(e,: M) = R implies M = nei. Since R is a local 
ring, this shows that ,,,/ie, is a local module. Therefore n is semiperfect. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let A be a QF-3, 1-Gorenstein ring with QF maximal 
quotient ring Q. Then any injective indecomposable A-module E is either 
torsionfree or torsion with respect to the Lambek torsion theory. Further- 
more E is embedded into Q or Q/A according as E is torsionfree or torsion, 
respectively. 
Proof. By 19, Theorem 21, Q @ Q/A is an injective cogenerator. By 
Matlis’ theorem we can put E = E(U) where U is a cyclic submodule of :,E. 
Assume that E is torsion. Then U is torsion and hence U has the simple 
socle W because A satisfies the restricted minimum condition (cf. [24, 
Theorem 5.21). Since W is torsion, E can be embedded into Q/A because 
Q/A is injective. Next assume that E is not torsion. Suppose that E is not 
torsionfree. Let M = 7,,(E) # 0. Then M n U is a non-zero finitely generated 
torsion module and hence it has the simple socle. The preceding argument 
shows that E can be embedded into Q/A and that E is torsion. This 
contradiction tells us that E must be torsionfree and so is U. By [29, 
Proposition 11, .,A is of finite Lambek dimension (cf. [24]) and so is U. Thus 
U has a submodule V with Lambek dimension exactly one. By 130, 
Lemma 21, V is isomorphic to a submodule of ,,Q. Therefore E can be 
embedded into Q because ,,Q is injective. 
By [24, Corollary 5.81, we immediately have 
COROLLARY 5.3. Any QF-3, I-Gorenstein ring with zero socle has the 
property stated in Theorem 5.2. 
Remark 5.4. Theorem 5.2 says that the Lambek torsion theory over a 
QF-3, 1-Gorenstein ring with QF maximal quotient ring is stable. But over 
such a ring the Lambek torsion theory does not necessarily coincide with the 
Goldie one. For example, let A = R [S,,,,,] with m > 2 where R is a discrete 
valuation ring. Then A has an essential left ideal which is not dense. 
In the remainder of this paper, let R be a fixed discrete valuation ring with 
quotient division ring K, and S a fixed Kupisch semigroup which is 
Frobenius with respect to R. Moreover let A = R[S] and Q = K[S]. That is 
to say, A is a Kupisch ring with classical QF quotient ring Q. Finally, let 
S, = Se, - {O}. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let A = R [S] be a Kupisch ring. Then every injective 
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indecomposable left A-module E is isomorphic to precisely one of the 
following. 
,Qei, *(Qei/Aei) where 1 < i < n = n(S). 
Furthermore Qei is a module with the following module frame 
mj = I”(s);Pu,,jl: 
M(s) = K ifs E Si, and M(s) = 0 ifs 6X Si; ,a,,, is the multiplication in 
K ifstESi; and,uu,,,=O ifst65Si. 
Similarly Qei/Aet is a module with the following module frame 9Ii = 
{N(s); “,,,I: 
N(s) = K/R ifs E Si, and N(s) = 0 ifs & Si; v,,~ is the canonical map 
of R Oz K/R into K/R ifst E Sj; and v,,, = 0 ifst 6Z Si. 
Proof. By the proof of Theorem 5.2, we can assume E = E(U) where U is 
either simple or strongly uniform in the sense of Sumioka [30]. Assume that 
U is strongly uniform. Then ,,U c QU 2 Q @I,, U and o(QU) is simple. Thus 
we can assume U c Qei for some e, E Z(S). Since ,Q is injective, we have 
E = E(,,U) = Qei. It is clear that Qei is identical with VJIj[S] for the module 
frame IlRi stated in our theorem. 
Next assume that ,,U is simple. Since /i is a semiperfect ring and 
each e, E Z(S) is a local idempotent in /1, there exists e, E Z(S) such 
that .,U 2 /le,.lrad(/le,). Let Li =/lej/rad(/lei). Clearly we have 
L j = (R/J) ei ? J- ‘/R as R-module where J is the radical of R. It is easy to 
verify that ejs =x and sx = 0 for all x E Li and for s E S with s # e,. Let 7c 
be the Nakayama permutation of a QF ring Q? and i = x(j). Let 
Gi = (J-‘/R) bti where M;. is the unique minimal element in Sj. Then Gj is 
the A-module with module frame (M(~v~) = J- l/R, M(s) = 0 for s # bvj; ,u,,[‘s 
are all obvious maps}. Then it is clear that ,,Li is A-isomorphic to Gj via the 
map:(b+J)w(bp-‘+R)wj, where bER andp is a prime element ofR. 
Let q = %,[s]here 91j is the module frame stated in our theorem. Then it 
is clear that ,,Gj is an essential extension of ,Gj and ,Gj g Qei/Aej. Since 
*(Q/A) is injective, E = E(U) z Qej/Aej. 
COROLLARY 5.6. Let A be a Kupisch ring with the classical quotient 
ring Q. Then ,,(Q/A), is a minimal injective cogenerator on both sides. 
Proof: We have Q = E(,A) = E(A,,). Thus it follows from [9, 
Corollary 21 that ,,(Q/A), is an injective cogenerator. Our statement is 
immediate by the fact that ,,(Q/A) = x,<iGn @ (Qei/Aej) and Ae, zk Aej for 
i#j. 
In the remainder of this section, we investigate the structure of injective 
indecomposable modules over a Kupisch ring in terms of socle series which 
were introduced by Jategaonkar (cf. [ 131). Recall that a module M is said to 
be p-critical if Kdim M =/I and Kdim M/M’ < /I for non-zero submodule M’ 
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of M. We retain the meanings of R, S and A, etc., as in the preceding. Let N 
be the nilpotent radical of /1. 
LEMMA 5.7. N=C,,, @ Rs = n{,,ZcA IA/Z is I-critical}. 
Proof. Clearly we have N = C,,, 0 Rs. Assume that M= A/Z is l- 
critical. The set 5,, = { ,,B c n 1 Kdim I1/B < 0) is a Gabriel topology by [ 24, 
Theorem 3. l] and in our case B0 coincides with the topology of dense left 
ideals of n (see [24, Proposition 3.2 and Theorem 5.21). Since ,M is l- 
critical, M is torsionfree. Since ,,(QZnn)/Z is a torsion module, we have 
QZ n /i = 1. Therefore there exists a subset S’ of S such that Z = CsEs, @ Rs 
and S’ has the property that t < s and s E S’ imply t E S’. Here < means 
the left order of S (see Section 1). Since M is l-critical, the set S-S’ 
contains exactly one element. Thus S-S’ = (e,) for some e, E Z(S), and 
hence I = ‘F LSfei@ Rs. Conversely n/Z is l-critical for such a left ideal I. 
This shows our statement. 
Denote by rad /1 the Jacobson radical of A. The following is clear. 
LEMMA 5.8. 
radA= I- 
\’ @Jei ON 
I(i<n 1 
= n (,,I c A IA/Z is O-critical). 
By Theorem 5.5, the following is immediate. 
COROLLARY 5.9. Under the above notations, let Wi = Qei and 
lJi = Qe,/Ae,. Assume that S is a Kupisch semigroup such that /T(k)1 = 
IT*(k + 1)l for each k > 0 under the notations in [26]. Finally, let v(i) be the 
Loewy length of o Wi. Then we have 
(1) SOC:(Wi)=Ann,.;(Nk)= CscS.Km(s)<kOK~; 
Wi= U SOC:(Wi); 
I <k<c(i) 
(2) s“Ci(ui) = AnnL$adk A) = ~sss,K*(s)+psk+l (JmPIR) s, 
Ui = U SOCi(Ui); 
[Sk 
SOC~(Ui)/SOC~- l(Ui) Z SOCg([)(Ui)/SOC~(i)- I(Ui) 
for all k > v(i). 
Here Ann,(B) = (x E XJBx = 0) for a left A-module X and an ideal B of A. 
481/88/2-I I 
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6. SELF MORITA DUALITY FOR A KUPISCH RING 
Let A be a QF-3, I-Gorenstein ring with QF maximal quotient ring Q. 
Then we have shown in [22] that the functor D = Hom,,(-, ,,(Q/A),,) gives 
a duality between lT and r-T. Here lT (resp. r-T) denotes the category of 
finitely generated torsion left (resp. right) A-modules. In particular any 
Kupisch ring A = R[S] has such a duality and ,,(Q/A),, is a minimal 
injective cogenerator on both sides. In this section we show that D is 
extended to a self Morita duality if and only if R is complete in the radical 
topology. 
Throughout this section we retain the notations and their meanings from 
the preceding sections. 
LEMMA 6.1. The following assertions hold for a Kupisch ring A. 
(i) rad AIrad2 A is of finite length both as left and as right A- 
modules. 
(ii) nocP radP A = 0. 
(iii) AQ/4 is a minimal injective cogenerator and an artinian 
module. 
(iv) Soc,(Q/A) = Soc(Q/A), = ClciGn @ (J-‘,,,t/R,J where wi is the 
unique minimal element in Si. 
(v) End,(Soc,(Q/A)) z A/rad A. 
Proof (i) It is clear by Lemma 5.8. 
(ii) Since A is of Krull dimension exactly one, it is immediate by 
[ 17, Theorem 4.41. 
(iii) Since ,(K/R) is an artinian module, our assertion follows from 
Theorem 5.5 and Corollary 5.6. 
(iv) By definition, aa = as holds for each element s E S and each 
element a E R. By Theorem 5.5 we have SOC,(Q/A)=~l<i<n@ 
(J-‘wi/Rwi) and Soc(Q/A),, = ClciGn @ (v,J-‘/v,R) where ui is the unique 
minimal element in eiS - (O} with respect to the right order on S (cf. [26]). 
By Lemma 1.6, we have ( W, ,..., w, } = (v , ,..., vn }. Thus we have 
Soc,,(Q/A ) = WQ/A )n . 
(v) Since Soc,(Q/A) is squarefree, we have immediately 
End.dSoc,<Q/4) 2 VW e, 0 ... 0 (R/J) e, 2 A/rad A as ring. 
LEMMA 6.2. The following conditions are equivalent for a Kupisch ring 
A = R[S]. 
( 1) *(Q/A) induces a Morita duality. 
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(2) A is complete in the radical topology. 
(3) R is complete in the radical topology. 
When the above statements hold, A is said to be a complete Kupisch ring. 
Proof: Let m = m(S). Then we have rad”A c JA = AJ c rad A and both 
RA and AR are finitely generated. Moreover we have N c rad A and 
A/N z R(“’ as ring by Lemma 5.7. Therefore the statements (2) and (3) are 
equivalent. Assume that A is complete in the radical topology. Then the 
statement (1) follows from [ 18, Theorem 81. Finally, assume the statement 
(1). Then the statement (2) follows from [ 18, Theorem 71. 
THEOREM 6.3. The following statements are equivalent for a Kupisch 
ring A. 
(1) A is complete in the radical topology. 
(2) ,,,(Q/A ) induces a Morita duality. 
(3) (Q/A),,, induces a Morita duality. 
(4) *(Q/A),, induces a self Morita duality. 
Proof. By Lemma 6.2, the statements (l), (2) and (3) are equivalent. 
Thus we have only to show that (1) implies (4). We shall show that the 
conditions of [3 1, Theorem 1.61 are satisfied. It follows from [ 19, Theorem 1 
and Theorem 21 that ,,(Q(A), (Q/A),,, ,, A and A, are all linearly compact. 
By Theorem 5.5, both ,,(Q/A) and (Q/A),, h ave finitely generated essential 
socles. Finally, there exists a surjective ring homomorphism of A onto 
End,t(,(Q/A)) by Lemma 6.1. Therefore ,(Q/A),, induces a self Morita 
duality. 
In view of [ 19, Theorem 2]? it is worthwhile to investigate linearly 
compact modules over a complete Kupisch ring. By the argument of [24, 
Section 41, we have the following. 
LEMMA 6.4. If a ring I has the QF two-sided maximal quotient ring Q, 
then Ldim, M is equal to the composition length of the left Q-module 
Q Or M for a left I-module M. 
THEOREM 6.5. Let A be a QF-3, 1-Gorenstein ring with QF maximal 
quotient ring Q. If ,,Q is linearly compact, then the following statements are 
equivalent for a left A-module M. 
( 1) M is linearly compact. 
(2) Gdim M and Ldim M are finite. 
Proof. It is well known that the full subcategory of linearly compact 
modules is a Serre class (cf. [21 I). For a left A-module M, denote by M’ the 
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Lambek torsion submodule of M and let M” = M/M’. Assume that M is 
linearly compact. Then Gdim A4 is finite. Since M” is also linearly compact 
and torsionfree, M” is of finite Goldie dimension and hence it follows from 
Theorem 5.2 that E(M”) is isomorphic to a submodule of ,,Q’“’ for some 
P> 1. By Lemma 6.4, we have Ldim M = Ldim M” < Ldim ,,Q@) = 
lgc(Q@‘) < co where fg, Y denotes the composition length of ,Y. 
Conversely assume that Gdim M and Ldim M are finite. Then Gdim M’ is 
finite and hence M’ is embedded into ,,(Q/A)‘q) for some q > 1 by 
Theorem 5.2. By assumption ,(Q/A) is linearly compact and so is M’. On 
the other hand, M” is torsionfree and of finite Lambek dimension. Thus M” 
is of finite Goldie dimension. By Theorem 5.2, M” is embedded into ,,Q(” for 
some t > 1 and hence M” is linearly compact. 
COROLLARY 6.6. Let A be a complete Kupisch ring. Then the following 
statements are equivalent for a A-module M. 
(1) M is linearly compact. 
(2) Gdim M and Ldim M are finite. 
Proof By Theorem 6.3, ,,Q is linearly compact. Thus our assertion is 
immediate by Theorem 6.5. 
PROPOSITION 6.7. Let A be a complete Kupisch ring and Q its QF 
classical quotient ring. Let 71 be the Nakayama permutation of Q, and 
D = Hom,(-, ,(Q/A),). Then the following statements hold for et E I(S). 
(1) D(Ae,/rad(Ae,)) = en-lCijA/rad(e,,-lCt, A). 
(2) D(Ae,) = ei Q/e,A. 
(3) D(Qei/Aei) = e,A. 
(4) D(Qei) = ei Q. 
Proof Consider the following exact sequence: 
0 + rad(Ae,) + Aei + Aei/rad(Aei) + 0. 
Since Ae,/rad(Ae,) is a simple torsion module, we have the following exact 
sequence : 
0 + Hom,,,(Ae,, A) + Hom,(rad(Aei), A) + Ext,i(Aei/rad(Aei), A) -+ 0. 
Here D(Aei/rad(Aei)) z Extj,(Ae,/rad(Ae,), A) is also a simple torsion 
module. Thus we can regard Hom,(Ae,, A) = e,A and Hom,h(rad(Aei), A) 
c e,Q. Then D(Ae,/rad(Ae,)) z vi(J-l/R) z e,,~l,i)A/rad(e,-,(i,A) where Vi 
is the unique minimal element of the set e,S - (O} with respect to the right 
order on S. 
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The assertions (2) and (3) are clear. 
Finally, consider the following exact sequence: 
0 + Aei + Qei -+ QeJAei -+ 0. 
Applying the functor D, we have the exact sequences: 
0 + eiA -+ D(Qei) + eiQ/eiA + 0 
II 
I I 
Ig I g’ 
l. I 
O-+eiA+ eiQ + eiQ/eiA -+ 0 
Since (e,Q), is injective, there exist homomorphisms g and g’ which make 
the above diagram commutative. Since e,Q/eJ is a torsion module, D(Qe[),, 
is an essential extension of ein and hence we conclude that g is a 
monomorphism. Therefore g’ is also a monomorphism. Since e,Q/e,ll is 
injective indecomposable, g’ is an isomorphism. Thus g is also an 
isomorphism. 
Remark 6.8. The hypothesis that /i is complete is not necessary for the 
statement (1). 
7. FINITELY GENERATED TORSION MODULES OVER A KUPISCH RING 
In this section we refer to torsion modules over a Kupisch ring. 
Throughout this section let /1 be a Kupisch ring R[S] where R is a discrete 
valuation ring with radical J. The other notations and their meanings are the 
same as in the preceding sections unless otherwise stated. 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Let M be a module over a Kupisch ring A. Then JVf 
is artinian if and only if it is a torsion module with Jnite Goldie dimension. 
Prooj Assume that ,,M is a torsion module with finite Goldie dimension. 
Since n satisfies the restricted minimum condition by Corollary 3.2 and [24, 
Theorem 5.21, M has the essential socle V. Since M is of finite Goldie 
dimension, ,, V has finite length. By Theorem 5.5, M is embedded into a finite 
direct sum of QeJ/iets each of which is an artinian module. Hence ,M is 
artinian. Conversely assume that ,&f is artinian. Take x E M arbitrarily. 
Then Jx is also artinian. It follows from [24, Proposition 3.2 and 
Proposition 3.31 that ,,Ax is a torsion module. Therefore ,JM is a torsion 
module. It is clear that ,,M is of finite Goldie dimension. 
In the remainder of this section we refer to finitely generated torsion 
modules over a Kupisch ring /i = R[S]. 
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LEMMA 1.2. Let R[S] be a Kupisch ring. Then R/JP[S] is a QF ringfor 
any integer p > 1. 
Proof. Since R is a discrete valuation ring with radical J, the ring R/JP is 
a uniserial ring for any integer p > 1, and hence it is a QF ring. By 
definition, S is a Kupisch semigroup which is Frobenius with respect to R. 
Therefore S is Frobenius with respect to the ring R/JP for any integer p > 1 
by [26, Proposition 41. Hence our statement is immediate by [20, Corollary 
lo]. 
We denote by IT(p) the category of finitely generated torsion left A- 
modules which are annihilated by Jp. Recall that 1T denotes the category of 
all finitely generated torsion left A-modules. 
PROPOSITION 7.3. Let A = R[S] be a Kupisch ring. Then the following 
statements hold. 
(1) lT= U,,, IT(P). 
(2) The category IT(p) is a fill subcategory of IT which is closed 
under submodules, factor modules and finite direct sums. 
(3) The category IT(p) is equivalent to that of finitely generated left 
modules over the QF ring R/JP [S] for any p > 1. 
Proof: The assertions (2) and (3) are clear. We have only to show that 
each finitely generated torsion left /i-module M is contained in IT(p) for 
some p > 1. It follows from Proposition 4.3 that such a module ,,A4 is also a 
torsion module as left R-module with respect to the Lambek torsion theory. 
Since RM is also finitely generated and JpA =AJp for all integers p, there 
exists an integer p > 1 such that JpM = 0. 
The above proposition says that the classification of finitely generated 
torsion modules over a Kupisch ring is locally reduced to that of finitely 
generated modules over a QF ring. We see by the following example that the 
ring R/JP[S] can be of infinite type even if S is a serial semigroup. 
EXAMPLE 7.4. Let S be the serial semigroup of type (n, m), and R a 
commutative discrete valuation ring with radical J. If n > 4, m > 4 and 
p > 4, then the ring R/JP[S] is of infinite type. 
Proof. Let k = R/J. Then R/JP z k[X]/(XP) as ring and hence 
R/Jp r k[S,] where S, is the serial semigroup of type (l,p), say, 
so= (x’]O<j<p- 1)U (O} with xp = 0. Thus the ring R/JP[S] is 
isomorphic to the semigroup ring k[S’] where S’ = {xj a uf]O < j <p - 1, 
1 < i < n, 0 < l< m - 1 } U {0} is a Kupisch semigroup with the following 
multiplication: 
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(d . 24:) . (xg . uf) = Bf,oq(h) - (x”“) - (up”) if j + g <p 
andI+q<m, 
and it is zero ifj+g>p or l+q>m where o=(l,2,...,n). Here Z(S’)= 
(x0 * e,]l<i<n)andwedenotex’ . ei by ei. In view of the Loewy series of 
the principal projective module k[S’] ei, we see by our assumption and by 
[ 12, Theorem 3.21 that k[S’] is of infinite type. 
8. FINITELY GENERATED TORSIONFREE MODULES 
OVER A STRONGLY KUPISCH RING 
A Kupisch ring R [S] is said to be strongly Kupisch if S is a serial 
semigroup of type (n, m). (See the introduction for its definition.) In this 
section, we deal with a strongly Kupisch ring and investigate the structure of 
finitely generated torsionfree modules over such a ring. 
Throughout this section, S denotes the serial semigroup of type (n, m) and 
K denotes the quotient division ring of a discrete valuation ring R. Also let 
/i = R [S] and Q = K[S]. Finally, let N be the nilpotent radical of A. Then 
A/NrR,@... OR,, as ring where Ri = Rei = eiR 2 R as ring for 
ei E Z(S). 
As for module frame over A, it is suitable to adopt the ones stated in 
Proposition 2.6. Since we deal with the serial semigroups, we have the 
following type of module frames. 
PROPOSITION 8.1. Let A = R [S] be a strongly Kupisch ring. Given 
a family of left R-modules M(uf) and of R-homomorphisms 
f k: M(uf) -+ M(u:+ ‘), let the external direct sum 9JIi[S] = M(ei) @ 
M(uJ)@ *.. @M(uy-‘). Let o=(l)..., n). For SE U= (ui]l <j<n, 
0 < I< I }, define 
s * (XO,...,Xrn-,)= (Yo,...,Ym-,) 
where xP, yP E M(uy) as follows. 
(0 if s = e,ko,, then yP =xP for p = k (mod n), and y, = 0 for 
p & k (mod n). 
(ii) if s = u,&, then yP+ 1 = f “(x,) for p = k (mod n), and y, = 0 for 
(p - 1) f k (mod n). 
For uf E S with k > 2, define 
u; * (x0 )...) x,-J = U&) *. * u;(i) * 24; * (x0 )...) x,- ,). 
Extending our definition linearly, %‘,[S] gives rise to a left A-module. 
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Proof. Obvious. 
We denote the module frame constructed in Proposition 8.1 by 
{X,~~X,-t,,X,~~..~~-,X,-, 1 ). where Xp = M(uy), and denote ~i[S] by 
(X,+pX, -+ .*. -+p-2xm-, i }. [S]. In particular, if each f p is the inclusion 
map, we denote YJI, by (X0 c X, c .* .c X,,-,}i and 9JIi[S] by the following 
expression: 
!mJS] =x0 * VP@ *** ox,-, . vy 
24; * vf = f&& * v;+’ if k+l<m 
=o if k+l>m. 
DEFINITION 8.2. A module frame Wi = {P, -+ P, -+ ... -+ P,,- ,li is said 
to be smooth if each map P, + Pk+, is the inclusion and each P, is a finitely 
generated free R-module. In particular, if each P, is a fractional R-deal in K 
or P, = 0 and if P, = Jak for ak E E U {co ) where J is the radical of R, then 
9JIi is said to be thin and !7JIi[S] is denoted by (i: a,,,..., a,-,). 
(Remark co > a, > a, > ...> a,-,.) 
THEOREM 8.3. Let A be a strongly Kupisch ring, and M a Jinitely 
generated torsionfree left A-module. If n = n(S) > m = m(S), then there exist 
smooth frames YJI, ,..., !JJI,, such that Mz IDz,[S] @ ... @ YJI,[S] as left A- 
module. 
Proof Let E be the injective hull of M. Since ,,M is of finite Lambek 
dimension and hence of finite Goldie dimension, it follows from Theorem 5.5 
that ,E is isomorphic to a finite direct sum of ,,Qets. Let E = XL Gi(I @ Gi 
where eG, z QeTCi, for some ezCi, E I(S). We can take a K-basis (up,..., UT- ’ ) 
for KGi such that 
uj” . 0; = dj,(Ip(T(i)) * vffP if k+p<m 
=o if k+p>m. 
Then we have E = Ci,k @ Kvf as K-module. 
Let 0~E,,-,cE,,-~c -. .c E, = E be the lower Loewy series of ,&. Let 
Mi = Ei (7 M. Then M/M, is a torsionfree A-module and NM, c Mi+ , . Since 
MiIMi + 1 is a torsionfree A/N-module, we have a decomposition Mi/Mi+ , Z 
(Pf)’ @ (Pi)’ @ ... 0 (Pi)’ as A/N-module where (Pi)’ is a finitely 
generated free Rj-module for any j. By the assumption n(S) > m(S), there 
exists an R-submodule Pj of CI,,,CL Kvf for each i and j such that 
RPj Z’ ,(P~)’ and M, = Pf @ Pi 0 ..a @ Pf, 0 Mi+ r as R-module. Therefore 
we have M=C,,GiGm-,C,<j(n@Pj as R-module and uf.PjcP$A, 
ui . Pj = 0 for 1 #j because of the assumption n(S) > m(S). 
Let Uj=CO<k<m-L P&, . Then Uj is a A-submodule of M and M = 17, 0 
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a.. @ U,,. Since the map: x + U;X of Pj into Pf;‘uf is an R-monomorphism 
unless i= nz - 1, we see that U, z !BI,[S] as A-module where !.I$= 
{IiF-’ * Pp C ur{,Z * P’ c s ..c U’ _ m P$,&, c P~L’,(~)}~. It is clear that 41) (7m 20) 
each term of !JJIi is a finitely generated free R-module. This shows our 
theorem. 
COROLLARY 8.4. Let A = R[S] be a strongly Kupisch ring and 
Q = K[S]. Let M be a finitely generated torsionfree indecomposable A- 
module such that the LoewJl length of ,(Q @ ,,M) is not greater than two. 
Moreover assume n(S) > m(S). Then ,AM is isomorphic to a submodule of 
,,Aei for e, E Z(S). 
ProoJ By Theorem 8.3 and by the assumption, there exists a smooth 
frame !UIi = (0 c a.. c 0 c P c P’)i for which ,&is isomorphic to rmi[S]. 
Denote the torsion submodule of ,(P’/P) by P/P. Then P is a direct 
summand of RP’. Since ,M is indecomposable, we have P= 0 or P= P’. If 
P= 0. then ,M is isomorphic to P’ . vJ- ’ where j = a”-‘(i). (See the 
succeeding paragraph of Proposition 8.1.) Since R is a discrete valuation 
ring, RP’ can be decomposed into a direct sum of local summands. Since ;,M 
is indecomposable, ,,M is isomorphic to R . u?-‘, which is a submodule of 
,,Aej. Now assume P= P’, in other words, assume that RP is a dense 
submodule of RP’. By [2, Theorem 3.121, we have a simultaneous decom- 
position of RP c RP’ into local summands, say, P = P(I) 0 P(2) 0 .a. 0 
P(p) and P’ = P’(l)@ . ..@P’(p). Then W(k)= (Oc.~~cOcP(k)c 
P’(/c)}~ is a thin module frame and we have Mz YJI(l)[S] @ ... @ W(p)[S] 
as A-module. Since ,,M is indecomposable, we conclude that there exists a 
thin module frame ,!JIIi such that Mz !JJIi[S]. In other words, :,M is 
isomorphic to a A-module J” . UT-’ @ Jb . uj”-’ = (j: co,..., co, a, 6) with 
a > b where j = a”-‘(i). Therefore in both cases, ,,M is isomorphic to a 
submodule of ,,Aej. 
THEOREM 8.5. Let A = R[S] be a strongly Kupisch ring with 
n(S) > m(S). Then M = (i: a,, a, ,..., a,,- ,) is completely indecomposable. In 
fact End,, M z R as ring. 
Proof: Let a be the topology of dense left ideals of A, and Q = K[S]. 
We can assume M c QM = Q @ ,,M. Then QM/M is %-torsion and QM is 
a-torsionfree and a-injective. Hence we obtain a monomorphism: 
End,,M+ End,(QM). Now o(QM) is indecomposable because Q is an 
artinian serial ring and QM is contained in a primitive left ideal of Q. Let 
Qei + QM+ 0 be the projective cover of o(QM). By the assumption n > m, 
Endc(Qe,) z eiQei = K and hence Endc(QM) z K. We shall show 
End,(QM) = End,(QM). Clearly we have Endc(QM) c End,,(QM). Take 
f E End,(QM) arbitrarily. Since any element in QM is of form a-lx for 
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some a # 0 in R and some x E M, and since a is an invertible element in Q, 
we have (a-‘x)f= a-‘(xf). Thusfis a K-endomorphism. Since Q = K[S] = 
K. /i, we have fE Endo( Therefore End.,(QM) z K. Thus any A- 
endomorphism of M is a right multiplication by an element of K. Let 
u E K n End,,M, and v(a) the value of the discrete valuation at a. Since 
M=(i:a, ,..., a,-,)#O, we have a,-,#co. Hence am-,+v(cz)>a,-, 
implies v(a) > 0. This shows a E R. Conversely R c End.,M is clear. This 
proves our assertion End,, M 2 R. 
COROLLARY 8.6. Under the same condition as in Theorem 8.5, 
.,(i: a, ,..., a ,,-,) s ;,(j: b, . . . . . b,-, ) if and only if i = j and there exists an 
integer c such that ak = b, + c for all k. Here we admit ak = co or b, = 00. 
As such is the case, the above condition means that ak = 00 if and only if 
b,= oo. 
We apply these results to a strongly Kupisch ring R[S,,+z,] with n > 2. 
Then we have 
THEOREM 8.7. Let R[S] be the same as the above setting. Then any 
finitely generated torsionfree R [S ]-module admits an isomorphic indecom- 
posable decomposition each summand of which is of form (i: a,, a,) with 
a, > a,. Furthermore (i: a,, a,) z (j: b,, b,) if and only if i =j and there 
exists an integer c such that ak = b, + c for k = 0, 1. In particular R [S] is of 
infinite type. 
A framed ring U[S] of the serial semigroup S is said to be strongly quasi- 
Kupisch if each A(s) is a fractional R-ideal for s # 0 and A(s) . A(t) c A(st) 
in K for st # 0. Here R is some discrete valuation ring with quotient division 
ring K. The last assertion of Theorem 8.7 holds for a strongly quasi-Kupisch 
ring %[S] with n(S) 2 2 and m(S) 2 2. We begin with 
LEMMA 8.8. Let Z= %[S,,,,, ] be a strongly quasi-Kupisch ring with 
n >, 2. Then Z is of infinite type. 
Proof. Let Q = K[S] be the QF classical quotient ring of ZI Let 
ni = a(~:) be the integer such that A(uf) =.I “‘f’ where J is the radical of R. 
For an R-submodule M = J”Oe, @ J%f of Qei = Kei @Ku,!, M is a r- 
submodule of Qei if and only if a, + n, > a,. Denote such a module M by 
(i: a,, a,). Then the proof of Theorem 8.5 is valid for our ring r, and hence 
we have EndrM z R. Therefore r is of infinite type. 
THEOREM 8.9. Let Z= %[S,,,,, ] be a strongly quasi-Kupisch ring with 
n > 2 and m > 2. Then Z is of infinite type. 
Proof: Let N be the nilpotent radical of r. Then T/N’ has a strongly 
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quasi-Kupisch factor ring B[Su,,, ] which we denote by B. By Lemma 8.8, B 
is of infinite type. If A4 is any finitely generated torsionfree indecomposable 
B-module, then it follows from Proposition 4.3 that A4 is also a finitely 
generated torsionfree indecomposable r-module. Therefore r is of infinite 
type. 
9. REMARKS 
By means of framed rings and framed modules, we can give many 
interesting examples easily. First we give an example of module over a 
Kupisch ring R [S] which is finitely generated indecomposable but is neither 
torsionfree nor torsion. 
EXAMPLE 9.1. Let S = SC,,,, = (e, u, O), and R a discrete valuation ring 
with radical J. Let M= R . u” @ (R/J). ~1’ be an R [S]-module defined by 
for a, b, x, ~1 E R. Here J is the image of 4’ of the canonical map of R onto 
R/J. Then M is a local module with the unique maximal submodule 
J.tl”@(R/J)d. It is clearly neither torsionfree nor torsion by 
Proposition 4.3. Furthermore both J. v” and (R/J) . u’ are R [S]-submodules 
of M and Jo0 n (R/J) . U’ = 0. Thus E(M) = E(J . u”) @ E((R/J) . d) 2 Q @ 
Q/A by Theorem 5.5. Here Q = K[S], K being the quotient division ring of 
R. 
In view of our results in this paper, QF-3, 1-Gorenstein rings with zero 
socle seem to be similar to maximal or hereditary orders in the classical 
sense. But the following example shows that an overring of QF-3, l- 
Gorenstein ring with zero socle is not necessarily 1-Gorenstein. We construct 
a tower of l-homogeneous rings A cl-c fl which have the same QF 
quotient ring such that R is tinitely generated over /1 as module and such 
that A and f2 are 1-Gorenstein but r is not 1-Gorenstein. 
EXAMPLE 9.2. Let S = SC,,,, = (e,, e2, u, = e,u,e,, u2 = e,u,e,, 0). 
Take an integer m such that m is squarefree and m = 1 (mod 4). Let K be the 
quadratic field O(fi), B = 2), (= the ring of all algebraic integers in K) 
and C= Z[fi]. Then B . is a Dedekind domain and C is a 1-Gorenstein 
domain because C is a Frobenius extension of Z, as is easily shown. Let 
Q=K[S], which . IS a serial Frobenius algebra over K. Let A = C[S] and 
R = B[S]. Let r be the subring Ce, @Be, 0 Bu, @ Bu, of Q. Then 
A c Tc R and n is finitely generated over A as module. By [26, 
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Corollary 161 and [20, Corollary lo], A and R are 1-Gorenstein and hence 
l-homogeneous by [24, Theorem 5.31 and Theorem 3.1. It is clear that Q is 
the common classical quotient ring of A, Z and R. Let w = (1 + fi)/2. 
Since Z is finitely generated as C-module by elements (e,, e,, we2, U, , ou, , 
u2, wuz} which centralize C, it follows from Theorem 3.1 that Z has zero 
socle. Since J has Krull dimension exactly one, any non-zero left ideal of Z 
has Krull dimension exactly one. Thus Z is l-homogeneous. 
To show that Z is not 1-Gorenstein, it is sufftcient to show that r(Qe,/re,) 
is not injective. Let 2I be the ring frame corresponding to Z. Denote the 
canonical images of x E K in K/C and in K/B by X and by s, respectively. 
Define a module frame W = (M(s); ius.,} over VI as follows: 
M(e,)=K/C, M(u,)=K/B and M(s)=0 for s#e,,u,. 
P e,.e,:A(eI)OM(eI)~M(e,) by aOf+ax, 
P u,,e,:A(U,)OM(e,)-,M(u,) bya@F-+z, 
P el,u,: A(e,) @ M(u,) -+ M(u,) by a @ .& z, 
P s,t =O if (s,f)f(e,,e,), (u,,e,) and (e,,u,>. 
Then 9JI[S] is Z-isomorphic to Qe,/Ze,. Let Z=Z(e,) . e, @Z(u,) . U, where 
Z(e,) = 2C and Z(U,) = B. Then Z is a left ideal of Z contained in re, . Define 
maps vs of Z(s) into M(s) as follows: 
I(/~,: WI) -We,) by v,,(x) = aox 
vu,: Z(u,) --) Mb,) by y&) = Y~X, and 
ws = 0 for s # e, and U, where o. and y. are elements in K. 
Then it is easily shown that Y = (w,) is a morphism of 3, the module frame 
corresponding to I, into 9JI if and only if 2(a, - yo) E B. Suppose that %R[S] 
is an injective Z-module. Then there exist qo, q, E K such that 
2(a, - qo) E C, q. - y. E B and 2q, E B. Let (x0 = i and y. = i - fi/4. 
Then 2(a, - yo) E B. But then we can show that no element q. E K satisfies 
2(a, - qo) E C and q. - y. E B at the same time, as is the desired con- 
tradiction. 
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